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Description:
Mrs Clause's Merry Outfits
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Shannon Christine Designs

Fun and festive cross stitching: 

Check out these neat dresses! Mrs Clause is sure to look her best for Christmas.

 

These 3  "merry outfits" by Shannon Christine Designs feature beautiful cross stitch details. You'll love stitching
the one with elegant white fur cuffs and collar and gold bead buttons; or the icing-white dress with a poinsettia belt
and a skirt adorned with holly leaves.

 

Our favourite part of the chart however is the simple red dress with a little pocket. Some yarn and needles are
sticking out. Guess what Santa is getting for Christmas? Mrs Clause must be busy knitting a warm scarf for her
little hubby!

 

The chart includes some golden thread highlights as well as some beads. The chart comes in two versions, a color
one as well as a black and white one where backstitch and bead highlights appear in color for better contrast.

 

A cross stitch pattern by Shannon Christine Designs.

>> see more patterns by Shannon Christine Designs
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Mrs Clause's Merry Outfits

Chart size in stitches: 126 x 65 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, French knots

Chart: Black & White, Color

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/shannon-christine-designs-clauses-merry-outfits-cross-stitch-xml-555_259-2826.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=2826&w=126&h=65


Threads: DMC, Kreinik Very fine braid gold

Number of colors: 11

Other Supplies: Mill Hill Seed Beads

Themes: Christmas, Santa Claus 

 

>> see more clothes and fashion patterns (all designers)
>> see all Christmas patterns (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/fashion-clothes-jewelry-cross-stitch-charts-xsl-212_259.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/cross-stitch-christmas-xsl-214_228_380.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/shannon-christine-designs-clauses-merry-outfits-cross-stitch-xml-555_259-2826.html

